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Segregation at GaAs/AlAs ~001! heterointerfaces has been studied experimentally by an in situ electron
diffraction technique during molecular-beam epitaxy and by ex situ transmission electron microscopy. Whereas
the GaAs-on-AlAs interface is abrupt, we find Ga segregating up to 20 crystal planes when depositing AlAs on
GaAs~001!. The measurements indicate an anisotropic in-plane structure of this interface with elongated
Al x Ga 12x As regions extending along @ 1̄10# . Our findings provide insight into both the segregation mechanism
and electron diffraction from growing surfaces at glancing angles. @S0163-1829~97!04004-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

ity of this method to monitor the formation of heterointerface in real time on an atomic scale.

Semiconductor heterojunctions composed of the closely
lattice-matched constituents GaAs and Al x Ga 12x As are considered as prototype heterointerfaces in terms of abruptness
and structural perfection of the interface as well as regarding
their potential for electronic band-gap engineering in advanced devices.1 However, the perfection of such heterostructures is limited by fundamental physical effects, particularly by surface segregation phenomena.2–8 The Ga
segregation in the AlAs-GaAs~001! materials system, leading to pronounced asymmetries between the normal ~AlAs
deposited on GaAs! and inverted ~GaAs on AlAs! interfaces,
serves as a case study in this field.9–14
The broadening of the interface during its formation at
moderate temperatures is generally described by thermodynamical models based on the difference of the bulk and surface chemical potentials.15 At lower temperatures, the exchange process becomes kinetically limited, and models
have been proposed that involve a step-mediated process.16
At higher growth temperatures, the segregating species can
desorb from the surface, leading to a steeper compositional
slope. At still higher temperatures, bulk diffusion again
broadens the interface.17 In this paper, we concentrate on the
thermodynamical equilibrium range where both lowtemperature kinetical limitations and desorption/diffusion
can be neglected. For GaAs/AlAs~001!, this temperature
range is approximately 500–610 °C, where most heterostructures are grown.9 We show that Ga segregates many
lattice planes into the overgrowing AlAs~001!. In addition,
this Ga segregation exhibits a strongly anisotropic in-plane
structure, which we directly monitor by reconstructioninduced phase shifts ~RIPS! of reflection high-energy electron diffraction ~RHEED! intensity oscillations during
molecular-beam epitaxy ~MBE! growth of the interfaces. No
measurable segregation is found at the ~inverted! GaAs-onAlAs ~001! interface. These results are confirmed by highresolution transmission electron microscopy ~HRTEM! along
@110# and @ 1̄10# . The existence of a distinct lateral structure
and the dependence of segregation on growth rate and
sample temperature demonstrate the need for the threedimensional treatment of the segregation problem. In addition, our findings reveal a new understanding of RHEED
intensity oscillations and demonstrate the general applicabil0163-1829/97/55~3!/1689~7!/$10.00
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II. EXPERIMENT

In our experiments, GaAs and Al x Ga 12x As were deposited by MBE on GaAs~001! substrates using elemental
sources in a continuous series of 30-s growth pulses separated by 30-s growth interruptions. The deposition rate was
typically 0.2 nm/s. The 20-keV electron beam impinged at
angles ranging from 0.2° to 1.5° along a high-symmetry azimuth and the resulting intensity oscillations were recorded at
different positions of the diffraction pattern. Throughout the
growth sequence, the diffraction conditions were kept constant. This procedure eliminated diffraction-related effects
such as the dependence of the oscillation phase on electron
beam incidence angle.18,19 The growth sequence was designed to contain both homoepitaxial and heteroepitaxial
pulse successions so that all four possibilities, GaAs on
GaAs, Al x Ga 12x As on GaAs, Al x Ga 12x As on
Al x Ga 12x As, and GaAs on Al x Ga 12x As, were present. The
curves were then superimposed with respect to the onset of
growth by means of the shutter actuation signal.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A comparison of both heteroepitaxial and homoepitaxial
RHEED intensity traces for GaAs and AlAs is shown in Fig.
1. AlAs growth on GaAs is compared to AlAs growth on
AlAs and GaAs growth on AlAs is compared to GaAs
growth on GaAs. The oscillations from the heterointerface
formation are found to be shifted with respect to the homoepitaxial reference oscillations. This phase shift is opposite in direction, but of equal magnitude for normal and inverted heterointerfaces. It has the same final value for the
specular spot and the $ 01% reflections. The transition distance
to achieve the final value of the phase shift is, however,
strongly different on different reflections, as marked by the
arrows. It takes up to 20 oscillations at the specular spot
position in the @ 1̄10# azimuth, whereas the phase shift is
completed typically during the first oscillation in all other
cases. The very short transition distance observed at the inverted interface implies that the sampling depth of the oscillating part of the RHEED signal is less than the 0.28 nm
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FIG. 2. Recording line position for the measurement shown in
Fig. 3. The sample temperature was 547 °C at an As 4 beam equivalent pressure of 3.131023 Pa. The beam incidence angle was
0.77° using 20-keV electrons. The azimuth was @ 1̄10# .
FIG. 1. Synchronized RHEED intensity oscillations from
AlAs/GaAs and GaAs/AlAs interfaces recorded with an incidence
angle of 0.35 degrees. For all 4 pairs of traces, the broken line is the
homoepitaxial reference and the solid line represents the signal
from heterointerface formation. The $ 01% intensities can only be
measured outside the Laue circle at these low angles. The electron
energy was 20 keV with the beam directed along the @ 1̄10# azimuth.
The growth rates were 0.2 nm/s at a sample temperature of 584
°C, and the As 4 beam equivalent pressure was 3.231023 Pa. The
curves are shifted in the vertical direction for clarity.

~002! lattice plane spacing, denoted in the following as one
bilayer. If it were larger, an abrupt interface gradually crossing the sampled volume would produce a gradually varying
signal with a minimum transition distance equal to the probing depth. As we will show, the observed phase shift phenomena are closely connected to the surface reconstruction.
We therefore call this class of effects the reconstructioninduced phase shifts ~RIPS! of RHEED intensity oscillations.20
Diffraction-related shifts can be separated from growthinduced shifts by observing RHEED intensity oscillations at
different diffraction conditions. A convenient way of doing
this is the simultaneous recording at different positions of the
RHEED pattern. This has already been done by the comparison of ~00! and $ 01% streaks shown in Fig. 1. A second, more
instructive way is the measurement setup indicated in Fig. 2.
A line is placed along the ~00! streak containing the specular
spot, and the intensities along this line are subsequently recorded as a function of time. For the different positions along
the streak, we again compare the heteroepitaxial traces to
homoepitaxy. With a pulse sequence as in Fig. 1 and subsequent synchronization of the data, the line pairs in Fig. 3 are
obtained. The oscillations from the AlAs-on-GaAs interface
are shown as solid lines, the broken curves again representing homoepitaxial AlAs growth. All four pairs of traces end
up with the same phase shift of p . However, the absolute
phase positions of the solid or the broken curves differ by as
much as half a period. Moreover, even the relative phase
offset at the beginning of heterointerface formation is different within the different pairs. Whereas it is roughly in-phase
for positions 1, 3, and 4, it is approximately out-of-phase for
position 2. All signals originate from the same growing surface and are recorded simultaneously.

Different experiments with different incidence angles and
azimuths reproduce this behavior. Whereas the absolute
phase of the oscillations as well as the relative offset at the
beginning of growth assume different values, the saturation
value of the shift is the same, independent of diffraction
conditions. This constitutes strong evidence that the final
value of the phase shift is not diffraction induced, but related
to the surface structure. Moreover, the data show that for the
investigated surface there is no direct correspondence between surface step density and the oscillating RHEED intensity, since for the same growing surface, any phase can be
observed with a suitable choice of diffraction conditions. Instead, the phase dispersion of RHEED intensity oscillations
can be modeled by a layer refraction model that does not
explicitly contain the step density.21,19 This mechanism can
also account for shifts in the absolute phase position as a
function of As 4 overpressure observed earlier.22,23
By additionally varying the growth conditions such as
As 4 pressure, sample temperature, and growth rates in simi-

FIG. 3. Comparison of RHEED intensities for the different positions along the streak marked in Fig. 2. Similar to the difference
between specular spot and ~01! streak, the saturation distance of the
RIPS decreases with distance from the specular spot. This indicates
a disorder sensitivity on the specular spot compared to other locations in the diffraction diagram.
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lar experiments, we conclude that the saturation value of the
RIPS depends only on the two surface reconstructions before
and after interface formation. Far from the interface, both
traces monitor growth of AlAs on AlAs or GaAs on GaAs.
The amplitudes of both curves in a pair are similar, indicating a similar surface morphology. Yet we obtain a constant
phase shift. This means that there is a memory effect of the
interface, as if material were lost or added during its formation. We therefore conclude that the RIPS saturation value
cannot be a diffraction phenomenon. Instead, we link it to
the difference in the group III element content of the two
surface reconstructions. Since the growth is performed under
As 4 overpressure, the formation of a certain surface reconstruction is not constrained by the As 4 supply. Instead, the
constant group III flux during deposition defines the time
axis of the RHEED oscillations. For homoepitaxy, the deposition of group III elements equal to the group III content of
n bulk bilayers advances the growth front by n bilayers.
However, the reconstructed layers at the surface may contain
incomplete group III sublattices. If the reconstruction
changes at the heterointerface, group III material is consumed or released during the transition, resulting in a shift of
the remaining oscillations. Interpreting the phase shift in this
way, we identify it with the loss or gain of the group III
elements between the two surface reconstructions. This conclusion imposes constraints on different pairs of possible
structure models for both surfaces. In our case, GaAs exhibits the b (234) RHEED pattern using the Farrell-Palmstro” m
terminology24 and AlAs shows the c(434) pattern. From
the phase shift we therefore conclude that the surface structures producing these patterns differ by half a ~002! bilayer
of Ga or Al. The most commonly discussed structure models
for the b (234) RHEED pattern as well as the c(434)
structure are well documented, see, e.g., Ref. 25. The most
likely b (234) structure exhibits a 3/4 top Ga layer layer
coverage. The c(434) ~Ref. 26! structure has been investigated for GaAs. There are indications for a 1/4 to 1/2 top Ga
layer coverage in this structure,27,28 which would be consistent with electron counting arguments. If the AlAs c(434)
structure is similar to the GaAs c(434), the obtained 1/2
period shift would predict a 1/4 Al layer coverage, if we start
from 3/4 Ga layers on the GaAs surface.
The phase shift between GaAs and AlAs implies a chemical sensitivity of the oscillation phase that should allow us to
determine the surface composition during growth. We therefore replaced AlAs in our pulse sequence by Al x Ga 12x As
with varying x and obtained the curves shown in Fig. 4. The
inverted interface was chosen because the rapid phase shift
there increases the measurement accuracy. As will be shown
later, the RIPS is independent of the growth rate in the range
used. Therefore, the growth rates were optimized to obtain
similar fluxes and growth dynamics for the Al x Ga 12x As
growth intervals being probed by the GaAs growth intervals
shown. As in Fig. 1, the broken lines represent the homoepitaxial reference oscillations. Diffraction conditions were adjusted so that the initial phase shift at the beginning of the
normal heterointerface formation was zero. The phase shift
for both the specular spot and the ~01! streak is the same. It
relates to the surface composition as plotted in the lower part
of the figure. This dependence identifies a given value of the
oscillation phase with a certain nominal bulk composition.
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FIG. 4. Relationship between alloy composition x and phase
shift. The AlAs was replaced by Al x Ga 12x As in measurements
using growth conditions similar to Fig. 1. The resulting dependence
is plotted in the lower part of the figure. Shown are the curves for
GaAs on GaAs ~broken lines! and GaAs on Al x Ga 12x As ~solid
lines! at the inverted interface. Both specular spot and first-order
spot recorded in the same run produce the same phase shifts.

The surface composition can be different due to segregation.
The similar phase shift on both the specular and first-order
diffracted spots, however, suggests that segregation is small
for the codeposition of both Ga and Al. The possible error is
accounted for by the error bars in the plot.
From the specular spot signal obtained at the normal interface along @ 1̄10# , we thus deduce strong segregation at the
normal interface. The shift on the $ 01% streaks of the same
measurement, however, is instantaneous, indicating no segregation. The surface material composition as a function of
the deposited AlAs bilayers is plotted in Fig. 5 for both reflections. The profiles were calculated from the same measurement sequence as the calibration of Fig. 4.
The apparent contradiction between the specular spot and
the ~01! profiles is resolved by taking into account the morphology of the GaAs surface and the special scattering geometry of RHEED. Because of the small probing depth of
the RHEED electrons, a deviation from the perfect translational symmetry of the top surface layer breaks the lateral
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azimuth29 shows an immediately saturating shift on both
streaks within the measurement accuracy, indicating that the
fraction of segregation areas is small. A laterally homogeneous segregation profile is modeled for the GaAs-AlAs material system using McLean’s formula34
ln

FIG. 5. Surface alloy composition determined with the relation
of Fig. 4 at the specular spot position, the first-order diffraction
streak and the theoretical curve using the McLean model with the
parameters of Ref. 35.

symmetry of the surface for RHEED. Information from disordered surface regions is therefore detected at or near the
specular spot, which would be the only peak in the diffraction pattern of a perfectly random two-dimensional ~2D!
structure containing all spatial frequencies. Ordered regions
with complete lateral symmetry can contribute to all scattering orders. At the same time, the difference in phase shift
saturation between the specular and the ~00! spots is not
present along the @110# azimuth, while its final value remains
the same.29 This indicates an anisotropy of the surface. The
GaAs~001! surface in the b (234) reconstruction exhibits an
anisotropic morphology,30,31 leading to long and relatively
straight step edges along @ 1̄10# . The most likely candidate
for a symmetry-breaking surface defect therefore is a bilayer
step. If the RHEED beam is parallel to the edges, it can
sensitively accumulate the step edge signal, leading to a
large variation in the specular spot oscillations. Perpendicular to the step edges, this accumulation is not present, and the
RIPS saturates immediately.
This real-space sensitivity of RHEED leads us to conclude that segregation is a predominantly step-mediated process that is suppressed on the flat surface regions. The different binding energies of terrace and step atoms facilitate
exchange reactions at steps. During layer-by-layer growth
~2D nucleation!, which corresponds to the case of weakly
damped RHEED oscillations, a step present on the surface
prior to growth propagates in the growth direction, being at
roughly the same lateral position after the deposition of a
complete bilayer.32 During growth, it serves as a source of
exchange reactions in the segregation process. Details are
discussed below. The smaller scale islands causing the oscillations during deposition nucleate on the terraces where no
Ga atoms are released from the complete underlying plane,
and therefore no segregation is observed in higher diffraction
orders.
Current RHEED theory does not yet allow the treatment
of realistic stepped surfaces.33 We therefore cannot determine the quantitative fraction of the segregating and nonsegregating regions on the surface directly from the diffraction
pattern. Repetition of the RIPS experiment along the @ 110#
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where x s and x b denote the surface and bulk compositions,
E s the difference between bulk and surface free energy, and
thermal equilibrium between the surface bilayer and bulk
material is assumed. Using parameters deduced from the fitting of electron spectroscopy experiments,35 the curve plotted in Fig. 5 is obtained. Material exchange is only considered between the top bilayer and the bilayer immediately
below. The RIPS values of the specular spot signal indicate a
nonexponential segregation that would produce an approximately constant ~top hat! concentration profile if it were homogeneous across the surface. The signal from the first-order
spot indicates no segregation. These three results are consistent if the lateral extent of the intermixed region near the step
diminishes during overgrowth, while the material composition at the step itself remains Ga rich with an almost constant
composition. We therefore expect to obtain segregation in
elongated regions that follow the surface steps.
To confirm our conclusion derived in the preceding paragraph, HRTEM micrographs shown in Fig. 6 were taken
along the extremal directions of the surface anisotropy.
Along @ 1̄10# , laterally separated segregation regions are visible at the normal interface. Since the sample thickness corresponds to roughly 80 $ 110% crystal planes, this finding implies a high degree of order along the beam direction, in
agreement with the highly anisotropic surface morphology of
GaAs. In the perpendicular @110# direction, the segregation
regions are projected along their narrow direction, leading to
a broad, featureless band. No segregation, as expected from
the RHEED experiments, is seen at the normal heterointerface. The transition regions are marked by grey bars to the
side. The small lateral separation of the segregation regions
might be due to kinks in the step edge that typically shift the
step by four lattice constants, the periodicity of the
b (234) reconstruction in this direction.
The assumption of a thermal equilibrium in the McLean
model requires that this equilibrium is approached faster than
the typical time scales involved in the growth process. We
have investigated the kinetics of the segregation by varying
the AlAs growth rate in experiments otherwise similar to the
one shown in Fig. 1. The measured transition distances of the
phase shift are shown in Fig. 7, marked by the solid arrows.
The growth and diffraction conditions were otherwise identical for the three curves. Open arrows indicate the transition
distance of the 1.27 Å/s curve. The larger transition distance
at higher growth rates indicates that the exchange process is
not kinetically limited. Instead, we can conclude that segregation takes place in a local equilibrium situation. As well,
the saturation value of the RIPS far from the heterointerface
is not affected by the different growth kinetics, again confirming our assumption that it does not depend on surface
roughness or the morphological evolution of the growth
front.
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FIG. 6. HRTEM micrographs
along two azimuths of a nominal
14 bilayer/14 bilayer GaAs/AlAs
superlattice. The growth conditions for the sample were similar
to those detailed in Fig. 1. The
electron energy was 400 keV.

Similar data taken as a function of temperature are shown
in Fig. 8. Due to the large transition distances of the RIPS
and the noise on the data, a reliable determination of the
distances is difficult. An Arrhenius fit to the solid arrows,
marked by the open ones, yields an activation energy of 0.5
eV and the presence of a kinetical barrier for the process,
since the McLean model would predict a decrease of the
segregation length with temperature.
The inconsistent behavior of the two measurements indicates the limited validity of a simple one-dimensional model
to describe the segregation process. Instead, processes both
parallel and perpendicular to the surface have to be taken
into account. This is shown for our hypothesis of a step-

FIG. 7. Variation of the RIPS saturation distance as a function
of the growth rate. The values determined from the graph are
marked by solid arrows, while the low growth rate distance is indicated by open arrows.

mediated process in Fig. 9. In this simple atomistic picture,
GaAs units are represented by hatched areas, AlAs units by
open squares. For the two initial states of an AlAs unit approaching the step from below or above, the four final states
directly after interaction with the step are shown in ~a!–~d!.
Processes ~a! and ~b! represent the attachment to the step,
including a change of the level for ~a! with approach from
the left or ~b! with approach from the right. Processes ~c! and
~d! additionally involve the exchange of GaAs and AlAs

FIG. 8. Variation of the RIPS saturation distance with sample
temperature. The solid arrows indicate the measured values, open
arrows show an Arrhenius fit.
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present to obtain the triangularly shaped segregation features
observed in Fig. 6. Note that both processes ~c! and ~d! imply
that the center of the alloy either moves slightly left or is
stationary, in contrast to the morphological step edge position, which moves right with ~a! or ~c!. For equal deposition
rates on the lower and upper terraces, the movement of the
morphological step position depends on the net difference
between the processes that move a unit up and down the
step, respectively. This indicates that a step-mediated segregation process is able to produce the features observed in the
Fig. 6 TEM cross sections, namely, laterally symmetric and
well-aligned features, even if the morphological step edge is
moving due to a predominant step-down process. Instead, the
important requirement is that the lateral center of the alloyed
region remains stationary.
IV. CONCLUSION

FIG. 9. Atomistic model for segregation at a heteroepitaxial step
edge. GaAs units are denoted by hatched areas, AlAs units by open
squares. For a GaAs unit approaching from the lower or upper
level, any of the four final states ~a!–~d! is possible, resulting in
eight different events.

We have shown that the difference of the reconstructioninduced phase shifts of RHEED oscillations at specular and
nonspecular positions can be explained by the morphological
sensitivity of RHEED. We discovered strong laterally anisotropic Ga segregation for MBE growth of AlAs on
GaAs~001!, whereas no segregation is found for deposition
of GaAs on AlAs~001!. The RIPS measurement method is
nondestructive, in situ and allows data acquisition in real
time during the formation of the interface. It relies only on
the surface reconstruction difference, the presence of
RHEED intensity oscillations, and the requirement that only
one of the deposition fluxes is rate limiting. It should therefore be applicable to any materials system that meets these
requirements.

units. This results in eight possibilities, four of which @~c!
and ~d!# lead to alloy formation at the step. A rate equation
model using these eight processes would involve eight transition probabilities, all of which are in principle unknown.
Therefore, even a good fit to the experimental data would
probably be of limited value. However, we can immediately
conclude that for a step-mediated segregation mechanism at
the heterointerface, at least processes ~d! must have a significant probability, since they are the ones providing GaAs material transport to the upper layer. Processes ~c! are responsible for lateral alloy formation. Both ~c! and ~d! must be
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